Novel insight into tricephalic white leghorn strain of Gallus gallus chicken embryo

Abstract

Introduction: Polycephaly or multiple cephalic animals is one of the uncommon abnormalities; the condition of having more than one head with a shared body which needs to be fully considered.

Materials and methods: Among 3000 fertilized eggs used to examine the gonadal primordial germ cells (gPGCs) at stage 28 (6–day–old) of White Leghorn strain of Gallus gallus chicken embryo.

Results: Tricephalia and other malformations were found and the condition of the heads (including three nervous systems), the heart and other parts of the body were fully described. Each lateral head had its own complete eyes; two hearts were not completely separated from each other and the rest of the bodies were externally unique. The central head (between two heads) not completely formed the eyes and brain.

Conclusion: The findings showed various anatomical variations in chicken embryos which should be consider in poultry farms to share their data on a bigger scale.
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Introduction

Avian are a good model for in–vitro and in–ovo research.1–5 Two–headed (bicephalia) and three–headed (tricephalia) or polycephalia animals are the only type of multi–headed creatures seen in the environment.6,7 These abnormalities form by the same process that leads two or three heads joined directly to each other. Egg abnormalities and deformed chicken embryo occur with almost every breed of hen. Previous reports showed several morphological abnormalities in avian species.8 The most commonly observed two–headed animals are shark,9–12 amphibian,13–14 snake,15 fish,16–19 pig,20 spider,21 and reptile.22 Also, recently we reported the first bicephalia in chick embryo (unpublished data). Tricephalia is an extremely rare condition in which three heads are joined directly together. The occurrence of the tricephalia (three headed) phenomenon is a remarkably rare form of prenatal deformation that has not been documented. In this case, cranial structures like eyes and the primary brain were triplicated between three heads. Also, the presence of two hearts and other individual internal organs of the body were clear from neck to tail. Anatomical deformation in chicken can be attributed to several factors such as presence of parasites within the individuals, bad nutrition or genetic abnormality and the environment during embryonic development. This paper documents the first novel insight into tricephalia in the White Leghorn strain of Gallus gallus chicken embryo.

Materials and methods

In this study, we report one case of conjoined three heads in one embryo in a 5.5 days old chicken embryo. Photographs and descriptions of this embryo was prepared in comparison to normal embryo (figures 1 A and B). Measurements were done from the photographs taken under a stereomicroscope. This abnormality was observed during dissecting out the gonadal PGCs (gPGCs) from chick embryos. The eggs were normally incubated once they were delivered from the Animal Sciences Research Institute of Iran, except for some times when they were kept in a refrigerator at 8 ºC for two or three days before incubation. The eggs were incubated at 38 ºC, humidity 67%–70% and rotated a 50 degree angle every 15 minutes (Figure 1).

Figure 1 Tricephalia abnormality in 5.5 days old chicken embryo. (A) Normal chicken embryo. (B) Tricephalia chicken embryo. LH, lateral head; E, eye; EP, eye placode; CH, central head; FL, fore-limb; HL, hind-limb; H, heart; SV, superior ventricle; SA, superior atrium; IV, inferior ventricle; IA, inferior atrium.
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Results

The conjoined three heads in one embryo was found among 3000 eggs which examined in a 5.5 days old chicken embryo. The craniofacial triplication was found with a completed eye for two lateral heads and early eye placode for the central head. The frequency of observed unfertilized eggs was about 0.03% of the eggs. Each lateral head had their own compartments and they had same size. Two hearts not separated from each other completely and the rate of heart beating was abnormal. The rest of the body including limbs and short tail were normal and the body size of whole embryo was abnormal.

Discussion

In the malformed embryo, trichephalia (HH28), we clearly observed three discrete forebrains and midbrains, although the embryo at this stage is not transparent. Due to having only one sample, we did not investigate this stage further. In the cases presented here, the abnormalities were probably caused by disruption of developmental pathways during the gastrulation and neurulation process in the early embryo. In this study, we do not know in our case’s spontaneous tricephalia (5.5 days) how the secondary and tertiary streaks have been formed to establish the new heads. Previous studies, shows that there is a possibility that doubling Hensen’s node for any reason may initiate bicephalia. Although this number of abnormalities was too small to allow the authors to estimate the percentage of chicken abnormalities on a large scale such as in poultry farms, the percentage of abnormalities gained from each poultry farm during research could help producers to revise their environmental conditions. Studies on the early stages of chicken embryos reduce the cost of chick maintenance.

Conclusion

In our investigation at early stages of chicken development, around 10 – 15% of the eggs were unfertilized and about 10% of the eggs had growth retardation, as well as 2–3% had single eye with small body size in which they may not able to reach the point of hatching. There is no literature on trichephalia in avian embryos and we showed the first trichephalia abnormality in chicken embryo. In the case that we presented, the abnormality was probably caused by disruption of genetic and developmental pathways during the neurulation process in the early chicken embryo.
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